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Review and approve/adopt: 03/22/22 meeting notes Enoch

FITT Transition Planning

Risk Management & Safety Updates

a) CalOSHA's Emergency Temporary

Standards (updated Jan, 2022)

(i) Discuss the implications for

fall '22 instruction

Cris &
Sabrina

If the ETS goes away, we will only be held to
certain vaccination/testing requirements. Beyond
that, ETS was guiding document. Included hazard
analysis. No more social distancing, sanitation
requirements, will be back to business as usual.
Pretty sure this is going away when it sunsets in
May.
ETS link:
https://www.callaborlaw.com/entry/new-cal-osha-e
mergency-temporary-standards-are-in-effect-chan
ges-made-to-criteria-for-exclusion-and-return-to-w
ork-for-covid-19-cases

Cris- The talk in the field is that it is going away
and CDPH is under the understanding that it is
going away

CO mandate would be the only thing remaining,
requiring vaccinations “additional protective
measures” for those unvaccinated. Using
surveillance testing for this group.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YNQtZv1ihckNElTDjYuKs30J7MWKoIamUeXuQNnvPrA/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.callaborlaw.com/entry/new-cal-osha-emergency-temporary-standards-are-in-effect-changes-made-to-criteria-for-exclusion-and-return-to-work-for-covid-19-cases


Additional Questions & Topics

a. CPS:

i. What will be the

vaccination and testing

requirements going into

Summer and Fall? **This

is extremely important as

we go into staff

evaluations this next few

weeks as in those

meetings the deans will

be discussing whether or

not telecommuting will be

possible based on the

needs of the

departments and college.

ii. Will the vaccination and

testing requirements be

indefinite?

b. CAHSS:

c. CNRS:

Cris- Moving into summer/fall will continue with
vaccination reqs, some level of testing, or other
mitigation practice. Nothing identified at this time.
CSUEU will sunset in May at a system wide level.
Plan for nothing to change. Moving forward as if
nothing will change. Feds have been supporting
testing, so will have to iron that wrinkle out.

Enoch- Can independent campuses implement
additional or maintain existing rules regardless of
CO mandates? To be more restrictive of the CO,
would have to negotiate with unions, and any MOU

Justus- Tele telecommuting depends on the needs
of the campus/department.

Dan- getting accurate info for the fall, the sooner
the better. If you surveyed CNRS faculty/students
would find support for the vaccine/testing mandate.

Cris- will see movement in testing protocols within
the next year. Driven by MOUs.

Sabrina- air standards will likely remain. So much
work already done to get accurate air changes
required. Cleaning - maintain some CDC
standards. Where as advanced cleaning by OSHA
might not.

We can still use end user sanitation and can
discuss the want to keep that as an option as we
look at maintaining a supply of wipes. But that may
also be driven by funding.

Enoch- Need to confirm with Michael Fisher the air
requirements will remain

Handful of courses needed to graduate but not
offered virtually. Some students can’t move up
here for a course. IF that comes across in your
college, there are options in Canvas, reach out to
Enoch.

Justus- what is the plan for the Campus Ready
website? As we transition, it should be
continuously maintained.

Cris- Sherie, Cris and MarCom discussed. Will
keep Covid separate from other disasters which
would be on a separate page. Only putting info up
there when it deviates from typical campus
operations.

Justus- Also, is there a written policy for
accomodation for COVID related illness, absent
from classes, etc.?

Enoch- consistent point = making sure
communications are clear, consistent as possible,
so that all of us feel supported and heard.
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Nicole- What can the CTL offer? Enoch- must be
approved by Dept Chair, meet WASC rules, etc.
with a fully agreed upon process. Instruction takes
place in Canvas, but instructor must manually
import into PeopleSoft.
Will share out through CTL newsletter.

Dan’s discussed his anti CHEGG strategy.
*Next scheduled meeting: Tuesday, April 19, 2022

SPECIAL NOTES:
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